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C. I. Grimes, Director
MEMORANDUM:FOR: Comanche Peak Project Division

Office'of.Special Projects. ,

I
'

R. F. Warnick, Assistant Director
FROM: -for Inspection Programs

Comanche. Peak project Division,

;* Office of Special Projects
,

COMANCHE PEAK CHRONOLOGYSUBJECT:
b

i

The Comanche Peak chronology has been updated to include
If you recognize

activities of January, February, and March 1988.

any_significant activities that we have failed to include in-the
chronology, please let me know and we will add them. ,

t

RF M
R. W. Warnick, Assistant Director

for Inspection Programs
Comanche Peak Project Division
Office of Special Projects -

,

o

L Comanche Peak ChronologyEnclosure:"

cc w/ enclosure:
RMartin, RIV

I JCallan, RIV
PMcKee
JLyons'

JWilson
GGower
MMalloy
AViette-Cook,

"

DTerao
DNorkin
-Onsite NRC staff

Information in this record was de'e:ed
in accordance with the ree:!om of Information

EOiA . gil0?.Spidff .-
ACl, CKCT,

""
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Comanche Peak Chronology - 1987_ ,

RFW first trip to Comanche Peak new NRC office.' 5/7-8
RFW second trip to Comanche Peak new NRC office.5/12-14
RFW thirdstrip to Comanche Peak new NRC office.5/18-21

5/24 RFW assigned to Comanche Peak, OSP.

6/1 RFW full time onsite. ,

Staff meeting with~ Commissioner Zech in RIV.'6/1

6/4 Exit' meeting for IR 445/87-09, 446/87-07.

~ Started having weekly staff meetings.6/4
Started using priority workload weekly.6/5
started weekly conference calls with'HQ6/5 counterparts and management.

6/8-9 RFW in'RIII.'

6/10 RFW in RIV.

6/11 Meeting with TUE on NCRs.

Briefing on allegation history and status.6/19
Plant tour by RFW - looks good.6/19'

Smith assigned to Comanche Peak full time.6/21 W.

! Management meeting (CIG & RFW) with Counsil on
E 6/24 evaluation timeliness.50.55(e)

Allegation Review Committee meeting.6/25
Management meeting on system cleanliness.6/25

6/30 Visited SAFETEAM.

Enforcement conference on 6.9kv switchgear7/6 mounting - late 50.55(e).

7/6 Meeting with TUE (Streeter) to resolve response to
|

86-08/06.

, . - - - _ - _ - _ _
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;

Exit meeting for Phillips (8710/08), Kelley ;
*

7/7
-

(8708), and Barnes.(8711/09) - June inspection.
:

c

. Fire protection assessment by.Singh/Malloy/Kelley.
.7 / 8- 9 '

i

7/9 FERSLtraining.by Karen League,
*

7/10- RFW plant tour.
.

7/13-14 'JGK onsite;-CIG onsite 7/13-15,

Briefing on ISAPs; decision to change directions7/14 on eval.
Meeting with Steve Matthews - TX State Inspector-7/14
on ASME issues.

Allegation xeview Committee meeting.7/15
Meeting with Streeter, Noss, Spangler to discuss-7/22. TUE response to 84-32, 84-11.

Meeting with Owen Lowe, Streeter, Barker, Baker -7/23 NRC review'for reportability under 50.55(e). ,

,

Meeting with Ebasco'on HVAC inspections..7/28
Sherry Meador onsite to help Wanda.7/29-30

I' Public meeting in Dallas; post-construction7/29-30L hardware validation program.

Shannon Phillips in RIV at request of Senate8/3-4 Committee on Environ. & Public Works.J

8/4 Issued EA-122 letter.
Monthly exit'for July-inspection.8/4

8/5 Issued IR 87-06, 87-05

D. Terao & 2 Brookhaven consultants onsite to8/5-7
I; review cable tray & conduit support.

OSP/JGK retrcat at Hunt Valley, MD.
L 8/12-13

Bill Richins (civil / structural consultant)8/21 terminated employment.

8/26 Issued IR 445/87-12 & IR 87-14, 87-11.

1'

1'
| _ _ _ . _ ., . _ - _. - _ _ ~ . . . . .
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Meeting with TUE to discuss cable pulling i8/27 controls.
Meeting with TUE to discuss HVAC inspection

,
'

8/27 of coated welds.
Meeting with TUE to discuss old preop test8/31 deficiency & equiv. testing.

Issued IR 87-04, 87-04.8/31

9/2 Exit for Aug. inspections.
Gower, Lyons & EG&G consultant onsite for9/2-3 ARC meeting.

Allegation Review Committee meeting.9/2
Meeting in RIV with TUE to discuss security9/4 inspections at RIV plants.
Completed FOIA 87-557, 558, 559 and 560.9/4
D. Terao & consultants onsite for design9/8
review.

.
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Fire Protection - preplanning site visit by9/9-10 Amarjet Singh, Harvey Thomas & Thomas Storey.

9/9 Issued IR 87-15, 87-12.
.- ..
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9/9 Y IW .
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. Jeff Posey of the magazine "D" interviewed
9/10

RFW & IB.

W. Smith's last day onsite. ,

9/12
RFW and HSP meeting with Reynerson or. construction

9/14 problems.
Followed-up on crane accident with fatalities;9/15
wrote PN.

m - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - _ - - - - - . - - - - - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - - , . - - - - , - - - - , - - - - - - - . - -
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9/15-16 JGK &.CIG onsite.
Received material from personnel for selectionm

9/15 of Barnes' replacement.:

9/16 . Completed FOIAs 87-591, 592, 593. ,

& RFW meeting with Spence'& CounsilJGK, CIG,9/16 to discuss schedule, get well program.
+

Meeting with CPRT/SRT on.results of 3rd party9/16 inspections.o

& CHale meeting with Baker, Heatherly,RFW, HSP,
etc., on concrete crack chipping without preparing9/17

a CDR.

Sherry Meador and Barbara Tompkins onsite to9/21-24 help Wanda.

Texas State ASME inspectors onsite.9/21-25-
-C. Williams onsite to help on ASME issues.

9/22-25

9/22

9/22' Issued IR 445/87-17. .

9/23 Completed report 445/87-13, 446/87-10.
I

RTW meeting with Jim Kelley, Bill Sorenson, John
Streeter on system control for cicanliness/9/23
protection.
EAS' Reps (Masterson & Plunkett) onsite to discuss9/23- replacement for Jew.

Herb Livermore selected to replace Barnes.9/23
John Randall (NRC-Research) onsite to talk to Phillips and.

9/23 Barnes about use of the DPO procedure.

RFW & CCW meeting with Nace & Lowe to. discuss CC Williams
role in inspecting ASME issues and the NRC interf ace- with9/24

,

Texas State inspectors.
discuss ASMERFW & CCW meeting with Mathews & Bynog9/25 concerns and NRC plans to resolve them.

RFW, Hale, & Birmingham meeting with John Hansel and Dave
Boydston on nonconforming conditions documented on forms9/30
"other" than NRC's.

. . _ __ . _ _ _ . - . - _ - -. __ _ ___ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . ..
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,

Fuller and Gomez of GAO (David Williams staff) onsite to
.

'
10/1 interview Phillips, Barnes, Kelley, Warnick, and other

staff members regarding the OIA investigation of RIV.

Warnick met with Tyler to discuss the weekly Project10/5 Status Report of 10/1.

Jim Lyons,_ Dave Terao, and consultants onsite for audit of10/5-9
- conduit supports.

: Warnick met.with Counsil and Nace to discuss findings for10/6 month of September.

Held exit for the September inspections.10/6
Equipment Qualification Team preliminary. site visit10/6-8 (Malloy & Hubbard).

10/7 'IR 445/87-13, 446/87-10 issued.

10/8 Allegation Review Committee met in OSP:HQ.

10/8-9,
16, and

Cordel1~ Williams onsite or in Texas (RIV and Houston)
to

26-30 meet.with Texas State ASME Code inspectors and to work on
the resolution of open NRC ASME issues.

Allan Maughan terminated his contract with the NRC to take10/16 a new position within his company.

10/21-23 Phil McKee onsite.
Two OI investigators from RIII onsite to interview former10/21 RIII plant QC iripector regarding RIII investigation.
Fire Protection Team (Singh, Thomas, Story, Fesca)10/19-23
inspection.

; ; .

Meeting between NRC and TUE to discuss resolution of10/22 concern over flaws in steel columns in the cable spreading
room.

10/22 IR 445/87-20, 446/87-16 issued.

10/23 IR 445/87-21 issued.

10/23 IR 445/87-16, 446/87-13 issued.

10/26 Responded to FOIA 87-633, 634, 669, & 684.

. - . . . ~ . . _. _ __ __ _ --_. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _-- _ _ _ ,
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.

Warnick & McKee in Baltimore for SES management
10/26-27 conference.

Warnick and S. Phillips-met with TUE to provide findings
10/28 -on-AFW motors / pump.

Bert Barnes of EGGG Idaho was onsite to meet with Warnicki

10/29 to keep channels of communication open.

Dennis Jew terminated his contract with the NRC to take a10/30 new position within his company.

Prepared report of site inspection activities for the 8th
NRC staff progress report (Sept & Oct).11/2

He replaces
Pete Stanish, mechanical consultant, started.11/2
Dennis Jew.

Board adopted staff proposal for
.

11/2-3 Prehearing conference. <

hearing schedule.
..

Held exit for October inspections.11/3

Keppler, Grimes, McKee, Lyons, Viette-Cook, & WilliamsReached consensus on what is needed fori
11/3-5'

Moore.& Rutberg onsite 11/3-4. Keppler onsite 11/3. |onsite 11/4-5.
CAP.

50-445/87-18, 50-446/87-14.(Barnes).
11/5 Issued IR

11/5 Responded to FOIA 87-677, 716, 717.

RFW & PCW meeting with Heatherly, etal, on ES-10011/6 electrical. specification.
RFW & DLK meeting with A. Scott to inform TUE that
preoperational testing program must be repeated in total.11/6
Exceptions must be justified'and concurred in by NRC.
Scott indicated that was already his position.

ResponGed to FOIA 87-A-8911/6
50-445/87-27, 50-446/87-20 (Phillips).

11/12 Issued IR
50-445/87-24, 50-446/87-18 (Hale).

11/12 Issued IR
50-445/87-23, 50-446/87-17 (Wagner).

11/17 Issued IR
11/18-19 for

McKee, Gower, Lyons, and Consultant onsiteBrooks Griffin11/18-19
allegation review committee meeting.onsite 11/19 for the allegation review committee meeting.

_ _
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11/18-20 Williams onsite 11/18-20 to work on ASME issues.
Allegation Review Committee met on 11/19 at the site.11/19

11/19 Responded to FOIA 87-753.

11/20' Issued IR 50-445/87-26 (Kelley).

11/20: Issued IR 50-445/87-25, 50-446/87-19 (Ellershaw).
i

Plant tour by Ha}e.to point out examples of the lack of11/23 adequate system & equipment protection to Warnick,& C. Scott (SU).Reynerson (Const.) J. Kelley (Ops),
RFW meeting with A. Scott for updating on preop test

|11/24
program.

RFW & CJH meeting with Heatherly, etal on concrete crack j11/24
issue.

|RFW meeting with Nace & Scott to discuss results of11/25 !NovemberLinspection and NRC concerns.
|Hired Steve =Burris (11/16), Mike Runyan (11/20), and JoelNov. to fill site inspector vacancies (PreopWiebe (11/24)testing,. civil / structural, & project Insp., respectively).

12/1 Held exit for. November inspections. ;

IHerb Livermore started working in his new position as Lead12/1 Senior Inspector replacing Ian Barnes.

Hired Steve Bitter to fill the RI-Operations vacancy.12/1
i

Meeting between Phil Wagner and TUE to discuss electrical12/1
Concerns.

Kavin Ward of Region III was onsite for Unit 2-preservice f
12/1-3

inspection.

Linda Ousley of Region IV was onsite to take pictures and12/2 issue new NRC picture badges,
i

Jeanna Higgins and Linda Ousley were onsite to discuss12/2 recommendations for reducing NRC onsite telephone cost. ,

Cordell Williams onsite to follow-up on ASME issues and to12/2-4 meet with TUE and Texas State Department of Labor and
Standards (ASME code compliance).

Karen League of Region IV onsite to interview and test12/3 applicants for part-time resident clerical aide vacancy.
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Chris Grimes and John Montgomery of
Chris Grimes onsite.Region IV onsite for presentation of license certificates12/3-4'
to newly licensed SROs and Ros of TUE on 12/4.

Issued letter to TUE informing them that a SALP evaluation
would be issued-in late 1988 for the period of12/4 *

-

9/1/87 - 8/31/88.

Ian Barnes transferred to RIV.12/5
Dave Terao and two consultants were onsite for design:

12/7-11 audit.
;

Held enforcement conference with TUE on AFW motor fans12/8' being reversed.
aide..

-Hired Nancy Hodges as part-time resident clerica'
12/8

Dave Terao briefed site NRC staff on his work in design
areas of piping, HVAC, conduits, and cable tray hangers.12/3

.Phil McKee, Melinda Malloy, Jim Lyons onsite for Chris
Don Norkin onsite 12/9-11 for training.Anette Viette-Cook onsite12/8-11

training. 10, and 11.Grimes.onsite 12/8, Stu Ebneter onsite 12/8 and 10 to12/10 for SIMS work.meet the staff and tour the plant. --,

OSP staff attended 3 day training course on conf.>ict
t

'

12/9-11 resolution.
-Public meeting between OSP and TUE to discuss CAP and

12/9
receive comments from CASE.
Don Norkin briefed the NRC site staff regarding his work
in the design areas of mechanical, electrical,I' 12/11
instrumentation, and civil / structural.
Issued memo to site staff assigning lead responsibility
for follow-up and closecut of each of the CPRRG12/11

recommendations.
Cordell Williams onsite to follow-up on ASME issues and
meet with TUE and Texas State Department of Labor and12/14

Standards.

Herb Livermore in Region II.12/14-18

12/15 Issued IR 50-445/87-28 (Kelley).

|
|
|

|-
.._ _ . _ _ _ . . - - . _ _ _-
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Bob Warnick in Region IV to meet with Bob Martins Jim12/15 Milhoan and Joe Callen; and Dick Bangart, Larry Yandell,
Bill Fisher, and Ray Hall to discuss Comanche Peak status, ;

CPPD inspection schedule and staffing, and OSP/RIV
. interface regarding projected inspection needs, and other

-

matters of mutual interest.f

12/16- Issued IR 50-445/87-29, 50-446/87-21 (Hale) and IR
50-445/87-30,'446/87-22 (Wagner).

Dennis Kelley attended the Region IV resident inspectors j4

12/16-17 ;

seminar. i

12/18 Issued IR 50-445/87-31,-446/87-23 (Ellershaw).

Jim Lyons and Paul Chen onsite to participate in utility-
,12/19 sponsored plant tour. Also to attend public meeting on- '

12/17-18 between TUE and CASE. ,

Issued IR 50-445/87-29 (preservice inspection). ,

12/21 i
i

Bob Warnick and Jimmy Dale met with TUE and Ebasco to12/22 discuss HVAC Tremco-440 gasket concern.'-

Bruce Earnest of Region IV onsite to perform safeguards12/22-23
inspection.

|
12/23 Bob'Warnick and Keith Graham met with TUE and SWEC to

discuss tubing weld concern.
L

|Issued NOV on AFW pump motor fans being reversed.12/31
Prepared report of onsite inspection activities for the ,

12/31 9th NRC staff progress report (November and December).
! ,

f
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Comanche Peak Chronology - 1988

Lee Ellershaw transferred from OSP to RIV.- i1/2.
Stephen P. Burris transferred from RII to OSP.'1/3
. Exit meeting for December inspections.1/5*

Warnick and Livermore met with Nace and A. Scott on the
management perspective of the December' inspection1/5
findings.

NRC site staff participated in training on FOIA,
confidentiality, and allegation handling presented by Dick1/6
Brady of NRR, Dick Hefling,: and Ed Shomaker.

Warnick and Graham met with Muffett to discuss PSRs and1/6
attributes.

Site NRC~ staff. discussed comments on proposed Tech Specs
1/6- in conference telephone call to OSP:HQ.

McKee, Lyons, Gower, and Kline were onsite for an1/6-7 allegation review-committee meeting on 1/7.p
~

Warnick, Livermore, and Wagner. met with Brabazon, Miller,
Hodges,_Ericson, and Gaden to discuss the TUE response toL 1/7
26 open items in IR 50-445/87-04; 50-446/87-04.

(

Williams onsite to continue inspection of open ASME
f 1/7-8'
|' issues.

Responded to FOIA 87-837 and 87-845.
h 1/8

1/11 Responded to FOIA 87-847.

Provided comments to OSP:HQ on Commission briefing paper.I

1/11
Wilson, Malloy, and 3 NRC consultants were onsite to meet1/11-15 with TUE on proposed Tech Specs.

Tremco-440Warnick attended Ebasco/TUE project meeting.
stop work order issued after NRC brought the subject up.1/12

'1/14 Responded to FOIA 87-865.

Provided comments to OSP:HQ on CAP /CPRT approval document.1/14-15

- - . .- .- - _ _ . - - - - _ _ - - _ _ . _ - - - .
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LNVAC stop work issued following NRC discussion ~with
Muffett.of possible procedural problem and TUE review of|1/15

'came.

Joel S. Wiebe, Michael F.-Runyan, and Steven D. Bitter
transferred'from RIII, RII, and RII, respectively, to OSP.1/17

Williams onsite to continue inspection of open ASME1/18-19
issues.
WArnick, Livermore, and~ Graham met with Streeter, Walker,'

iBarker, Baker, and Wren regarding NCR backlog, CAR 88-01,~ 1/19 -
!

and beveled washer NCR. \

Ward of RIII onsite for preservice inspection. ;1/19-21-
Harrell of RIV onsite for_18 month QA inspection.1/19-22
Fox of RIV was onsite to help reestablish electronic
communications with OSP:HQ following move to White Flint.1/20-21 ;

!

1/21 Issued IR 50-445/87-33; 50-446/87-25 and IR 50-445/87-34.

-Grimes, Warnick, and Williams were in Austin to meet with1/21-22 Texas State Department of Labor and Standards and other
state government representatives (Sunset Commission) to

discuss ASME issues at Comanche Peak.

1/25 Issued IR 50-445/88-32; 50-446/88-24. i

Warnick and Ebneter attended the QA Overview Committee
;
'-

1/26
meeting.

| Ebneter was onsite to meet with the NRC site staff,
t

| 1/26-27 and meet with Commissioner Carr.
' inspect the plant,

Commissioner Carr, Steve Burns (legal assistant), George
Felgate (technical assistant), and Bob Martin (RIV1/27
Regional Administrator) were onsite for plant tour and
meetings with NRC staff and the utility.

,

Grimes war onsite to meet with the NRC site staff, the1/27-28 and Commissioner Carr.'

applicant,

Warnick, Livermore, Graham, and Dale met with Ebasco and1/28 TUE to discuss random errors made during walkdowns.i

Warnick, Livermore, Graham, and Dale met with Impell and1/28 TUE to discuss random errors made during walkdowns.
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Warnick, Livermore, and Wagner met with TUE to discuss
,

1/29i '

-questions pertaining to'the electrical PSR.,

Warnick, Livermore, and Wiebe met with Nace and A. Scott,1/29- to discuss January inspection findings from a' management
4 perspective.

Muffett briefed-Warnick, Livermore and the HVAC inspectors2/1 regarding the status of the HVAC stop work order.

Blair Nicholas, RIV, was.onsite to perform environmental2/1-5. monitoring inspection.

Wiebe was at Duane Arnold completing his assigned work at2/1-5
that nuclear plant.

2/2 Held exit for January inspections.

Warnick met with Walker and Lowe to discuss the NRC2/2 concern with SDAR CP-83-08',

2/3 Issued IR 50-445/87-38. ,

Warnick was in Headquarters for an Allegation Review2/4 Committee meeting.

2/8- Issued IR 50-445/87-37, 50-446/87-28.

Effective Feb. 8, NRC site-staff implemented a plan toL

'2/8 assure increased backshift coverage.
1

Mike Runyan was at Sequoyah assisting OSP-TVA in an2/8-12~
inspection.

Nancy Hodges, part-time resident clerical aide, started to2/9
work for the NRC.

2/9- Issued IR 50-445/87-39, 50-446/87-30.

McKee was onsite to prepare for inspection of TUE's2/9-11 process for handling employee concerns.
Wiebe attended A. B. Scott's staff meeting.2/10
McKee & Singh met with Walker, Redding, and other TUE2/10 representatives to discuss NRC concerns with Amendment 66
changes to FSAR fire protection commitments.

<n
50-445/87-36, 50-446/87-27; IR 50-445/88-02; and2/10 Issued IR

IR 50-445/88-06.

. , _. .. . . - - ..
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Williams was onsite to follow-up on open NRC concerns2/10-11
.related to ASME code issues. ;

Warnick met with Streeter and Walker to discu'ss TUE2/11 actions concerning SDAR CP-83-08 and the response-to the
. violation in 50-445/84-34, 50-446/84-13.

2/12 Issued IR 50-445/87-35, 50-446/87-26.

Issued IR.50-445/88-03, 50-446/88-02 and IR 50-445/88-08,2/16
50-446/88-05.
Warnick and Livermore attended the SWEC-CAP project2/16
meeting.

Warnick and Graham met'with Stevens and Heatherly to-2/17 discuss the NRC unresolved item regarding the PCHVP
attribute matrix. :

Wiebe and Burris met _with Charlie Scott to discuss the~2/17 Preoperational test program.
Livermore and Wagner were in Headquarters for a meeting _2/17 regarding site NRC electrical concerns.

L 2/17 ' Responded to FOIAs 88-18,'42, and 62.

2/18-19 TUE had public meetings with CASE.
'

Terao was onsite to accompany TUE and CASE on a plant2/19
tour.

2/19 Issued IR 50-445/88-04, 446/88-03.

The vacancy for the lead mechanical inspector was2/19- cancelled by NRR management.
resumed-workingBill Richins, civil-structural consultant,2/22

onsite.
Warnick, Livermore, and the HVAC inspectors met with TUEL

2/22 representatives to discuss NRC concerns with Bahnson
welders qualification testing.
McKee, Gower, Brady, and Griffin were onsite to conduct a2/22-26 team inspection of TUE's process for handling employee

'

Concerns.

2/23 Issued IR 50-445/88-01, 50-446/88-01.

The NRC site staff met with Deviney to discuss the NRCs
views of not hanging tags on equipment and components that2/23
have been identified as having nonconforming conditions.

.. . .-
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2/23 ~
~Warnick, Livermore, and Hale met with TUE and contractor
representatives to discuss concerns with document storage.

;

Warnick, Livermore, and HVAC inspectors met with Muffett, i

Fitzgerald, and Harrison to convey the NRCs concern with2/23 i

the lack of documentation of Bahnson welders and welds,

NRC site staff' participated in training on the utilities2/24
NCR process.

Warnick, Livermore, and Wagner met with Stevens and others
2/24 to discuss questions with the I&C PSR.

Warnick attended part of the CP Engineering monthly
2/24. progress meeting.

Lyons was onsite in conjunction with the TUE-CASE public2/24 meeting on 2/25-27.

Warnick, Livermore, and Stanish met with TUE to discuss2/25 concerns with snubbers.
TUE had public meetings with CASE.2/25-27
Livermore was onsite to accompany TUE and CASE on a plant'2/27
tour.

t

Warnick, Livermore, and Wiebe met with Nace and A. Scott
to discuss ~ management aspects of the February inspection2/29
findings.

Norkin & 2 consultants were onsite to perform a design2/29-3/4 (seismic interaction) inspection.
Held the exit meeting for February inspections.3/1
Livermore attended the TUE Management QA Overview3/1' Committee meeting.

Linda Ousley, Jeanna Higgins, and a Contel Telephone
representative were onsite to discuss ways to reduce the3/1

Linda and Jeannacost of NRC onsite telephone service.
also took photos for picture badges for new NRC site
staff.

Bruce Earnest (RIV) and Barry Manili (NRR) were onsite to
perform a security inspection and to discuss the security3/1-2
separation of Unit 2 from Unit 1.

50-445/88-05, 50-446/88-04.
3/2 Issued IR

. . _ _. _ , -. . . _ __ _ _. _ _ .
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-Moved the furniture from the old Senior Resident
E

3/2 Inspector, Operations office to the main NRC onsite
1

The-old SRI, Operations office was returned tooffice.When the plant gets closer to fuel load,1an officeTUE.inside the protected area will be provided for operations'

resident inspcetors.
-

~3/3
Issued IR 50-445/88-07, 50-446/88-06.

,

Warnick was in RIV to meet with RIV management and to take
.3/3 care of administrative matters,

Put up new divider panels.in'the " bull pen" area to createn
3/3 additional offices. <

Warnick, Livermore and Stanish met with Muffett and3/4 Finneran to discuss NRC concerns with snubber-
design / installation.

3/7 Issued'IR 50-445/88-13, 50-446/88-13.

Returned 5 desks and 1 folding table to TUE.3/7
Grimes was onsite for meetings with NRC site staff, TUE

and Texas state representative (ASME issues).3/7-8
management,

[
Williams was onsite performing inspection of ASME issues.

L 3/7-10
Livermore and Dale met with TUE to discuss welds without3/8 galvanized coating.
Dee Meyer and Kelly Stephens (RIV) were onsite to
inventory and tag NRC furniture-and equipment and to3/9
inventory furniture being rented from TUE.

Lyons was onsite for allegation review committee meeting.3/9-10
McKee and Gower were onsite for allegation review3/9-11 committee meeting.

Allegation review committee meeting onsite.3/10
Livermore, Stanish, Graham, and Williams met with TUE to
discuss SDAR CP-83-08 and ASME code interpretation.3/10

3/11 Issued IR 50-445/88-09, 50-446/88-07.

Williams was in RIV to discuss ASME issues.3/11
Livermore and Wagner met with Streeter to discuss3/11 electrical issues.

_ _ _ . . _ ,___ __ __ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
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Warnick, Livermore, and Wiebe met with Walker and-Delano
-

..

to discuss the status of items on the open items list.3/11

Livermore, Stanish, and Graham attended the SWEC project3/15 status meeting.

Livermore and Wagner were in HQ to discuss electrical
~3/16-17

issues with OSP:HQ and TUE. i

3/17. Issued IR 50-445/88-12, 50-446/88-10.

Driskill (OI:RIV) was onsite for NRC investigation,3/17
Wiebe and~Amarjet Singh (RIV) were in HQ to discuss fire

3/17-18 protection-issues with OSP:HQ and TUE.n

Warnick and Livermore met with Nace to discuss and review3/18 the weekly Project Status Report.
50-445/88-10, 50-446/88-08; IR 50-445/88-14,Issued IR50-446/88-12; and IR 50-445/88-15, 50-446/88-11,3/18

started working
Joseph L. Taylor, electrical consultant,3/21
onsite.

Williams was onsite performing inspection of ASME issues.-3/21-24
Wiebe was at Duane Arnold at the request of RIII to
accompany Commissioner Zech on his site visit.3/21-25

'Warnick was in RIV to participate in meeting between
3/22 SWEC-Denver and RIV Division management.

3/22 Issued IR 50-445/88-11, 50-446/88-09.

Grimes was onsite for meetings with NRC site staff, TUE, '

3/22-23 and the Texas state inspector (ASME).

Livermore and Graham met with TUE to discuss NRC concernsA stop
regarding performing UT through painted surfaces.3/23'

work order was subsequently issued by TUE.

Livermore and Hale met with Streeter to discuss the3/23 handling of NRC QA open items.

Warnick and Livermore met with Counsil and Nace to discussNRC concerns regarding ASME issues and UT examination3/24
through painted surfaces.

Williams was in RIV to discuss ASME issues.3/24

.. .. . - - ._. -- - . . .
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3/25 Warnick, Livermore, Stanish, and Graham met with Jenkins,
Finneran, and Baker to discuss the ASME code aspect of
SDAR CP-83-08 valves.a

Warnick was'in'RIV to deliver a security inspection report3/28
and take care of some administrative matters.

3/28-30 Runyan was in HQ-to attend training.on " Inspecting for
Performance."-

3/29-31 Williams was onsite to meet with TUE and the Texas state
inspector to review open ASME issues.

3/30 Stanish attended the Impell project meeting.

3/30-31. - Griffin (OI:RIV) was onsite for an NRC investigation,

3/31 Livermore and Runyan met with TUE and ERC to discuss NRC
j questions regarding inspection attributes.'
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